Neurobehavioural responses to hypergravity environment in the CD-1 mouse.
Behavioural responses of CD-1 mice exposed to 2 g hypergravity (HG; 60 or 120 min) were investigated during adolescence and at adulthood. To characterise motion sickness (MS), pica behaviour, a reliable MS index measured through kaolin consumption, and spontaneous activity were evaluated before, during and after HG exposure. Short- and/or long-lasting effects on emotional responses, exploratory behaviour and spatial learning performances were also investigated and brain levels of nerve growth factor (NGF) and brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) assessed. An increased pica behaviour during post rotational days and a reduction in spontaneous activity during rotation indicated a mild sickness associated with HG, and susceptibility to MS was sex and age related. Short- and long-lasting effects of exposure were also observed, rotated mice showing altered emotional/anxiety behavioural profiles and impaired spatial learning performances. Moreover, central NGF levels were markedly increased after rotation, while minor changes were observed in BDNF levels.